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Abstract 
We give the first bijective proof of a result of the theory of legal bracketings. 
1. Introduction 
The Narayana numbers u(n ,k )= (1/n)(k)(k+l) are known to enumerate the legal 
bracketings of length n with k double ascents [6]. Kreweras and Moszkowski [4] 
have shown, by induction, that the same numbers also enumerate the legal bracket- 
ings according to the length n and the total number k of long non-final sequences. 
Kreweras and Poupard [3, 5] found some refinements hat generalize the Narayana [6] 
and Kreweras-Moszkowski [4] results. These authors enumerate the legal bracketings 
of length n according to three parameters. Recently, Zeilbrger [7] gave proofs of the 
Kreweras [3], Kreweras-Moszkowski [4] and Kreweras-Poupard [5] results based on 
generating functions methods. In the present paper we prove the result of [4] in a 
bijective way. 
A legal bracketing of length n [1,2] is a word L of 2n letters written with the 
alphabet {a,b} such that the number of a's in L and the number of b's in L are equal 
to n, and such that for any i, the ith 'a' never appears before the ith 'b'. For the 
purpose of this paper, a more convenient definition of a legal bracketing of length n 
is the following: a path going from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) in Z 2 with n ascents (steps from 
(x ,y)  to (x+ 1 ,y -  1)) and n descents (steps from (x ,y)  to (x+ 1 ,y -  1)) such that 
the ordinate of each point of the path, called height, is at least 0. 
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I f  A and B are consecutive points of the path, the subpath going from A to B will 
be denoted by 'A ~ B'. A ~ B may be an ascent or a descent. 
A peak [2] of a legal bracketing is a point of the path between an ascent and a 
descent. A trough [2] is a point of the path between a descent and an ascent. 
We will call jump [3,4] a maximal sequence of consecutive ascents, and landin9 a 
maximal sequence of consecutive descents. 
We will call lon9 non-final sequence (LNFS) [4] a jump or a landing which consists 
of at least two steps and is not the last sequence of the legal bracketing. 
2. The bijection 
We define by induction a bijection G transforming a legal bracketing P with k LNFS 
into a legal bracketing U of length n with k + 1 peaks (or k troughs). The initial legal 
bracketings are: 
U = ab(O LNFS) 
with G(U) = ab(1 PEAK) 
and 
V = aabb(1  LNFS) 
with G(V)= abab(2  PEAKS). 
Then we distinguish four different ypes of legal bracketings: 
Type 1: 
P=abA 
where A is a legal bracketing of length n - 1. 
For constructing G(P), add an ascent o the first jump of G(A) and a descent o the 
first landing of G(A). 
Type 2: 
P = aabbA 
where A is a legal bracketing of length n - 2; in this case we put 
G(P) = abab G(A). 
Type 3: 
P = aabAbB 
where A and B are legal bracketings; we put 
G(P) = aba G(A) b G(B). 
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Type 4: 
P = aAbB,  
P = a(aa . . . )bB  
where A is a legal bracketing beginning with a long jump and B is a legal bracketing. 
Then we put 
G(P) = a G(A) b G(B). 
Example: 
P 
G(P) 
Proposition 1. G is bijective. 
Proof. For 1 ~< i ~< 4, let Li be the set of legal bracketings of type i and L I the set of 
their corresponding legal bracketings. The correspondence Li ~ L~ is trivially bijective 
I / I / and {L1,L2,L3,L4} and {Ls,L2,L3,L4} are partitions of the same set. [] 
3. An alternative definition 
We give here an alternative definition of G. We define a bijection F transforming 
a legal bracketing P of length n with k LNFS into a legal bracketing P' of length n 
with k + 1 peaks (or k troughs) and we show that F is equal to G. 
Definition ofF :  Let P be a legal bracketing of length n going from (0,0) to (2n,0) 
with k LNFS. Call S~,S~ . . . . .  S~ the endpoints of the LNFS's of P and S1,$2 . . . . .  S k 
the points of P such that Si precedes S[ in P. Then Si --~ S[ is the last step in the ith 
LNFS of P. 
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F(P)  is, by definition, the legal bracketing of length n going from (-1, 1) 
(2n -  1, 1) with k troughs which are the points S1,S2 . . . . .  Sk defined above. 
Example: 
Y(e) 
P 
to 
Proposition 2. We have F = G. 
Proof. We apply F to the subsets L1,L2,L3,L4 and show that F and G satisfy the 
same recurrence relation. First F coincides with G for the initial legal bracketings: 
U = ab F (U)  = ab = G(U) and 
V=aabb F (V)=abab=G(V) .  
F coincides with G for each one of the four types defining G: 
Type 1: 
P = abA.  
F(P) 
P 
We add an ascent to the first jump ofF(A) and a descent to the first landing ofF(A). 
Type 2: 
P = aabbA.  
P 
F (P)  = ababF(A) .  
Type 3: 
P = aabAbB.  
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F(P) = abaF(A) 1 F(B). 
Type 4: 
P = a(aa.. . )bB. 
F(P ) = a F(A) b F(B). 
F satisfies the recurrence relation defining G so F is equal to G. [] 
Proposition 3. F transforms the set of legal bracketings of length n with k LNFS 
into the set of legal bracketings of length n with k + 1 peaks. 
Proof. By definition, the number of LNFS's of P and the number of different roughs 
of F(P) are both equal to the number of different Si's. [] 
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